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Healthy Me 



4. Body Image  

The children will learn about body  image. The children will be asked if any-
one knows what body image means. The children will be given a definition of 
what body image is (‘Body Image is how people feel about the way they look and 
the way their body functions’). The children will discuss that some people are 
quite happy with the way they  look, others don’t really think about how they 
look, and some people are quite unhappy with the way they look. Then, in pairs, 
the children will come up  with a definition of ‘looking normal’. The teacher 
will discuss that there is no such thing as normal: everyone is different. The 
children will think about what it would be like if everyone looked the same. 
And be told that is our differences that make us  interesting. At the end the 
lesson the children answer these questions: • If everyone is different why is it 
very common to compare the way we look  against other people? • Is this a fair 
thing to do to ourselves? • What can be the consequences of comparing ourselves 
to others? 

5. My Relationship with Food 

In groups of 3 or 4, the children will write a recipe for a Healthy Body Image. 
Each group will have a piece of white card and will write ingredients and a 
method for a Heathy Body Image. The children will be encouraged to be crea-
tive about what they include and they will need  to draw on their learning 
from previous lessons in this theme. For example, some of the ingredients may 
be knowledge of a balanced diet, 60 minutes of  physical activity every day, an 
ability to spot whether a photo has been altered, skills like resilience and a good 
sense of humour, knowing whether something is fake or real, or some of the Top 
Tips from the last lesson. Each group will share their recipes with the class. 
The teacher will draw out as many different ingredients as possible so  that the 
children appreciate that there are many different ways to enjoy a healthy 
body image.  

6. Healthy Me  

The children will debate on how to be healthy by giving each group 2 minutes 
to present their case. The children will start with the ‘For’ and then the 
‘Against’ groups. Once all elements have been presented, there will be an oppor-
tunity for the children to counter argue what they have heard. The teacher 
can also ask challenging questions, pitching some elements against others to 
help everyone make a final decision. Either by secret ballot or by a show of 
hands, the class votes on the question. The teacherwill explain that this is a 
‘free vote’ and they are free to vote For or Against, whatever their personal 
opinion is and no longer need to stick to their side.The children will debate by 
summarising that there are positive and negative things about the media, 
internet and social media and one way to help ourselves stay healthy is to learn 
to use it responsibly and safely. We should also try to make sure that we know 
the facts about something and not assume that everything we see, particularly 
online is real.  
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1. Smoking  

In the ‘let me learn’ section, the children will discuss how to be healthy by using 
the theme ‘Healthy Me’ and  will be taking part in a debate about  

whether the media (TV, films and magazines), the internet and social media 
encourage people to live healthy lifestyles. In small groups, the children will  

discuss and note down in their Jigsaw Journals how smoking is portrayed in the 
media. e.g. by people on TV and films, in celebrity culture. If time allows, the  

children will research this briefly using the internet, The teacher will show pre
-selected images the  children will be asked a set of questions; What sort of mes-
sages are being promoted? Is smoking still looked on as ‘cool’ or something that is 
associated with being ‘tough’? Is smoking shown to be ‘fashionable’? What  

about celebrities that smoke? e.g. fashion models, film stars sports and music 
celebrities. What messages might that be giving to young people?  

Does the media put ‘pressure’ on young people to behave in certain ways? The 
children will summarise their debate and come up with set feedback for  

example. It can be helpful to prevent/reduce smoking, but it can also be harm-
ful by possibly encouraging people to take up smoking. The children  will feed-
back what the powerful messages are and which messages put more ‘pressure’ 
on young people. 

2. Alcohol  

The children will be asked what they think anti-social behaviour is. The chil-
dren will note down their answers on their whiteboards. The teacher wills show 
them the PowerPoint slide about anti-social behaviour: “Anti-social behaviour 
is any aggressive, intimidating or destructive activity that damages or destroys 
another person’s quality of life”. The teacher will share that misusing alcohol 
can mean that people act anti-socially; the children will be asked why they 
think that is. The teacher will clarify that, for some people, anti-social behav-
iour starts when they have too much alcohol. A story will be read about Gregg 
and Lottie’s story and discuss the choices and consequences regarding the dif-
ferent characters. The teacher will ask questions such as: • What might have 
influenced Gregg to have the beers? • Did the misuse of alcohol change Gregg’s 
behaviour? • How might Gregg have reacted to the argument if he had not been 
misusing alcohol? • Do the children think that Jax and her new boyfriend 
would have behaved differently if they hadn’t misused alcohol? • Was Lottie 
right to all the police? Did it help that she hadn’t been drinking alcohol? • Could 
the story have had a different outcome if alcohol hadn’t been involved? • Are 
there other influences that weren’t so obvious in the story? e.g. The way alcohol 
is portrayed in the media (associated with fun, having a 
good time, fashionable); young people often assume that 
getting drunk is normal behaviour and that ‘everyone’ 
does it etc.  

Vocabulary focus  

Choices, Healthy Behaviour, Unhealthy   Behaviour, Informed Deci-
sion, Pressure, Media Influence, Emergency Procedure, Recovery  

Position, Calm, Level-headed, Body Image, Social Media, Celebrity, 
Altered, Self-Respect, Comparison, Eating Problem, Eating  

Disorder, Respect, Debate, Opinion, Fact, Healthy Lifestyle and Moti-
vation  

3. Emergency Aid  

The children will discuss first aid in groups and play an emergency 
aid circle time game in two  groups a’s and b’s. They will be asked what 
they think the purpose of the game was and  why they were split into A 
and B. Ask all the As how they felt when reacting to the statements; 
then ask all the Bs how they felt. The teacher will highlight the differ-
ences (that As were level-headed and that Bs did not feel relaxed, in 
control, comfortable, etc.). The  teacher will ask the children if they 
felt able to make good decisions as an A or a B. The children will be 
asked why they think they played that game and the teacher will 
gather feedback and, with their input, the teacher will explain that 
when we are faced with an emergency situation. It helps to keep calm 
and to know what to do - so they are going to learn some procedures to 
help. The children will think of some emergency situations that they 
might come across and how they might help. The teacher will encour-
age them to think of a full range of emergencies - from someone cutting 
a finger to falling over in the playground to more extreme situations 
where someone collapses or is very ill and needs to go to hospital. The 
children will be able to detail and explain about how they could help. 
They also be taught know to alert an adult and/or phone the emergen-
cy services and what information they should provide when calling 
999/112. 

 


